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When I re eive a thesis from a olleague of mine, I always start with a knowledgments and usually end with them :) This is not only be ause their work is
not interesting to me but also be ause a knowledgments are the best part in their
theses to see their personalities. Keeping this in mind, I de ided to write not only
about the list of people I am grateful but also about myself so that the readers an
get more information about me. So this is longer than usual a knowledgments in
Ph.D. theses and rather informal and lled with personal thoughts. I hope you
an enjoy reading it.
To those who are also interested in mathemati al parts of this thesis: The rest
is formal and does not ontain any personal thing. So please do not worry about
being fed up with reading about my personality and enjoy the rest!
I rst thank my father who introdu ed mathemati s to me. When I was a
kid, I was good at al ulations (not anymore) and was eager to en ounter diÆ ult
problems. When I entered some spe ial private s hool for the exams of private
junior high s hools, they gave me lots of math problems I ould not solve and I
would often ask my father how to solve them (even when he was sleeping, I often
woke him up and asked). Although he was not the best tea her in my life, he
is the rst person who taught me how to think in mathemati s and sin e then,
mathemati s is not just a al ulation to me and that led me to de ide to be ome
a mathemati ian when I was 10.
Se ondly, I am grateful to Kurt Godel for proving In ompleteness Theorems
(the rst and the se ond) whi h ex ited me a lot when I was a high s hool student.
Although there was no person around me (in luding me) who knew about the
pre ise statements of the theorems, they got me into foundations of mathemati s
and made me to study mathemati al logi in my ba helor. Of ourse his work is
mu h more than In ompleteness Theorems and it has been a e ting my a ademi
life even now, but this is the part of his work whi h hanged my life the most.
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I would like to thank Paul Cohen for inventing for ing and proving the independen e of the Continuum Hypothesis from ZFC. After learning Godel's In ompleteness Theorems, I got into axiomati set theory thanks to the ni e le tures of
a professor in mathemati al department and started to read a book in axiomati
set theory. In the last part of the book, it mentions the independen e of CH
from ZFC and I still remember how mu h I was sho ked at it. While the Godel
senten e is a rather arti ial statement to be independent from a suitable axiom
system, CH seemed very natural to me and I wondered how on earth one ould
prove su h statement to be independent, whi h led me to be ome a set theorist.
I am grateful to W. Hugh Woodin for developing su h a beautiful onne tion
between determina y and large ardinals. When I was a senior undergraduate
student, I was reading a book in set theory and found his theorem that the
existen e of a super ompa t ardinal implies ADL(R) , whi h was stunning to me
and made me wonder how ome su h large obje ts ould have strong e e t on the
world of real numbers. This had been a big mystery to me until I got into inner
model theory and learned further results on determina y and large ardinals and
this is why I de ided to major in des riptive set theory.
So after nishing my ba helor, I went to Nagoya, a ity in Japan between
Tokyo and Kyoto, to study set theory. I am indebted to Yo Matsubara, Yasuo
Yoshinobu, and Sakae Fu hino for their onstant and patient support during my
stay in Nagoya. Without their en ouragement, I would not be able to imagine going abroad for my study. Besides them, I am also grateful to Tadatoshi Miyamoto,
Hiroshi Sakai, and Toshimi hi Usuba for arranging a warm atmosphere and for
being always eager to tea h me set theory and listen to me. Espe ially I have
learned a lot from Sakai and Usuba by an enormous amount of dis ussions with
them. I often re all the days when we talked about set theory until midnight
(sometimes with al ohol), whi h is a pre ious memory to me.
I would like to thank Joan Bagaria for giving a mini ourse on for ing absoluteness in Kobe in 2005. Through his le ture, I got interested in for ing absoluteness
and wrote a master's thesis on this topi . (The work in Chapter 2 is also the ontinuation of the work in my master's thesis.) He has been always qui k to respond
to my e-mails and always helpful to me, whi h also made me onsider studying
in Bar elona.
During the nal stage of my master, I was more or less determined to study
abroad and the rst pla e I had in mind was California, whi h is the best pla e
for studying the onne tion between determina y and large ardinals. But sin e
I had never been abroad at that time, my English was pretty poor and I would
not be able to be a tea hing assistant, whi h is a usual job to earn on their
living for graduate students in the States. So I de ided to try to nd a position
in Europe and I met Benedikt Lowe, who is my supervisor, the person whom I
am most indebted to during my Ph.D. When I found an advertisement of Ph.D.
positions in GLoRiClass proje t, I onta ted him and after a few e-mails, he
strongly en ouraged me to apply for the position. Sin e then, he has been always
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helpful for me not only mathemati ally but also non-mathemati ally. Without his
en ouragement, I would not be able to study in Amsterdam and over ome many
problems whi h happened to me during my Ph.D. He has been always patient to
me no matter how lazy I am about my work and sometimes he gave me ertain
amount of pressure on my mathemati al & non-mathemati al work, whi h was
very alm and not irritating at all. He always let me do whatever I wanted to do
and wat hed me from a ertain distant position, whi h I truly appre iate be ause
it is one of the most diÆ ult things to do for supervisors worrying about their
students. Without his en ouragement and patien e, I would not be able to nish
this thesis. Also, whenever I need help from him, he is always qui k to respond
and does his best for me, whi h is a surprising amount of work for him. I am
very happy to have su h a great a ademi father.
At the beginning of my Ph.D., I sometimes onsidered leaving Amsterdam as a
Ph.D. student be ause it seemed hard to study inner model theory in Amsterdam,
whi h was one of the main reasons why I de ided to study abroad. That led
Benedikt to introdu e Ralf S hindler to me, who is my se ond supervisor, and I
am really happy to have met him. His point of view so- alled \Everything must
ome from mi e" has hanged my set theory lifestyle a lot as you see the over
of this thesis. When he talked to me about inner model theory, I often felt that
mi e are really living their lives in set theory sin e he treats them as if they
were ` reatures', whi h was a ni e experien e and I have learned a lot from him
espe ially about intuitions and pi tures he has in mind on inner model theory. I
am also grateful for his warmful hospitality in Munster for one and a half years
and for taking are about me for su h a long time. I thank him and people in
Munster for introdu ing Hefeweizen and Skat to me, both of whi h I enjoy a lot
even after my stay in Munster.
I am grateful to Jouko Vaananen for treating me as a good set theorist, for
informing me a lot of events in mathemati al logi , and for en ouraging me to
organize several events in set theory in Amsterdam. Without his en ouragement,
I would not have applied for the fall semester program in Mittag-Leer and would
not be able to enjoy su h a wonderful semester with world-wide resear hers in
set theory and model theory. Also, without his suggestion, I would not have
organized a series of seminars on 21 for ing absoluteness and would not have
given talks, whi h led me to understand the onne tion between saturations of
ideals on !1 and for ing absoluteness and the strong impa t of Martin's Maximum
on modern set theory.
I would like to thank Johan van Benthem and Yde Venema for sharing their
knowledge with me and being open to me to dis uss mathemati al logi . Both of
them are very energeti about their work, whi h attra ted me to work on some
problems in xed point logi s that you an see in Chapter 6 of this thesis. Thanks
to them, I have not felt so isolated as a set theorist at ILLC.
Jorg Brendle was always helpful to me when I asked questions in set theory and
he was very patient and areful to respond to my e-mails. Some of his responses
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are in luded in the work of Chapter 2 of this thesis.
I thank W. Hugh Woodin on e again for dis ussing Bla kwell determina y,
determina y, and large ardinals. His great insights on the above topi s were
very inspiring and I often gained more motivation and ideas from him.
When I ame to Amsterdam, I needed to adjust myself to an European ulture
and it took me some time and energy to manage it. During the beginning of my life
in Amsterdam, many people have helped me for surviving and enjoying life here.
Among them, Ioanna Dimitriou, Stefan Bold, Jakub Szymanik, Andreas Witzel,
Karol Oslowski, I hiro Hasuo, Clemens Kupke, Fenrong Liu, Ni k Bezhanishvili,
Olivier Roy, Merlijn Sevenster, Aline Honingh, Leigh Smith, Ulle Endriss, Ingrid
van Loon, Tanja Kassenaar, Jessi a Pogorzelski, Marjan Veldhuisen, and Rene
Goedman have been very helpful and I am grateful to all of them. Espe ially
Jakub and Andi have been ni e to me while we had diÆ ult time during the rst
year of GLoRiClass proje t and I am glad that I had both of them as the same
fellows.
After getting used to life in Amsterdam before going to Munster, I have further met many ni e people at ILLC su h as Yurii Khomskii, Herman Stel, Brian
Semmes, Jo ob Vosmaer, Amelie Gheerbrant, Gaelle Fontaine, Olivia Ladnig,
Nina Gierasim zuk, Tikitu de Jager, Jonathan Zvesper, Lena Kurzen, Raul Leal
Rodriguez, Joel U kelmann, Sara U kelmann, Maria Alina, Joost Joosten, Fan
Yang, Thomas I ard, Christian Kissig, Balder Ten Cate, Yanjing Wang, Mi hael
Franke, Eri Pa uit, Levan Uridia, and Petter Remen. Among them, I espe ially
thank Joost for being a ni e olleague and tea hing me a lot about tea hing assistants and also for helping me some formal issues in the Netherlands while I was
staying in Munster.
After one year in Amsterdam, I went to Munster for half a year to study
inner model theory. Benjamin Claverie, Philipp Doebler, Gunter Fu hs, Philipp
S hli ht, Daniel Bus he, Thilo Volker Weinert, Christoph Du hhardt, and Giulia
U kelmann have been very ni e friends and I had a ni e time with them. I
have been espe ially lose to Ben, Philipp Doebler, and Philipp S hli ht and I
am grateful to them. I also thank people in the boat house (Andi, Olivia, and
Tikitu) for hosting me from time to time when I visited Amsterdam.
After oming ba k to Amsterdam, I met many new people at ILLC su h
as Jarmo Kontinen, Lauri Keskinen, Juha Kontinen, Mar Stauda her, Cedri
Degremont, Yun Qi Xue, Ines Crespo, Ivano Ciardelli, Hideto Kamei, Thomas
Quella, Fernando Velazquez-Quesada, Stefan Mini a, Karin Gigenga k, and Peter
van Ormondt. I espe ially remember hanging out with Jakub, Nina, Jarmo,
Lauri, Jonathan, Maria, and other people playing poker or drinking and dis ussing
something, whi h is a ni e memory to me. I also thank Di k de Jongh for working
together on problem sessions in the ourse of basi logi . It was ni e for me to
look at him and see how he deals with students.
After one year in Amsterdam, I went ba k to Munster and stayed there for
11 months. This time I stayed at a house with German speaking people for the
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whole year, whi h was a unique experien e to me. Tomasz Samek, the house
owner, is a very frank & heerful person. He travels a lot and always brings ni e
al ohol as a souvenir. Jan Peltzer and Emre Burma have been always helpful
and we often had fun with drinking al ohol or doing barbe ue together. It was
ni e to talk with T helet Ram about Jewish ultures and art. Besides living in a
German ulture, it was a pleasure to hat with Ben about Japanese ultures and
Fren h ultures. It was also ni e to meet new people at Universitat Munster su h
as Philipp Lu ke, Dominik Adolf, Lars S heele, and Antongiulio Fornasiero.
After the se ond stay in Munster, I stayed at Institut Mittag-Leer for 3.5
months to attend the semester program in model theory and set theory, where
many famous resear hers gathered and worked together. It was really an experien e and ni e to talk with su h great people and work together. Besides the
a ademi bene t, sin e we lived in the same institute, we had many opportunities to have parties and enjoy sightseeing. I really had a ni e time with Jana
Flaskova, Vadim Kulikov, Philipp S hli ht, Mar in Sabok, Teppo Kankaanpaa,
Agatha C. Wal zak-Typke, Benno van den Berg, Andres Villave es, Natasha Dobrinen, Meeri Kesala, and Kaisa Kangas. I would like to thank Jouko and Juliette
Kennedy for organizing su h a great semester and great meetings with Saharon
Shelah, W. Hugh Woodin, Stevo Todr evi , and Mena hem Magidor.
Finally I ame ba k to Amsterdam and was going to nish my Ph.D. while
I again met lots of interesting people su h as Bruno Lo , Umberto Grandi, Vinenzo Cian ia, Pietro Galliani, Tejaswini Deoskar, Maxim Khalilov, Sophia Katrenko, and Carmelita Kubler. It was ni e to see all of them.
I have also been traveling other pla es and have met many ni e people (mainly
set theorists) su h as Hisao Tanaka, David Aspero, Miguel Augel Mota Gaytan,
Bernhard Irrgang, Neus Castells, Christoph Weiss, Farmer S hlutzenberg, Grigor
Sargsyan, Tetsuya Ishiu, Adrian Mathias, Andres Cai edo, Piotr Borodulin-Nadzieja,
Raphael Carroy, Assaf Rinot, Matteo Viale, Wolfgang Wohofsky, Andrew BrookeTaylor, Dana Bartosova, David S hrittesser, Katie Thompson, Radek Honzik,
Remi Strullu, Sean Cox, Tristan Bi e, Vera Fis her, Mirna Dzamonja, Paul Larson, Vi toria Gitman, Ali Enayat, Joel Hamkins, Samuel Coskey, Stefan Ges hke,
Karen Ras h, Jonas De Vuyst, Namit Chaturvedi, Alexandru Baltag, Sonja
Smeets, Allen Mann, Tomohiro Hoshi, Katsuhiko Sano, Lilit Martirosyan, Hao
Cheng, Julia Erhard, Li Yanfang, Zhu Yi Zheng, Huiling Zhu, Teoh Zu Yao, and
Liu Zhen Wu. Thank you very mu h for interesting hats at some onferen es,
workshops, or summer s hools.
I am so absent-minded and lazy that it has be ome one of the main ways to get
lose to people that I bring some troubles, they try to help me, and we get lose
ea h other. Certainly, at least some se retaries in a ademia should be mentioned
here: Ingrid, Karin, Peter, Tanja, Mar o Vervoort, Thes Smeets, Marie-Louise
Koskull, Martina Pfeifer, and Alexander Koponen. The more they feel lose to
(or annoyed with) me, the more I owe them my gratitude.
Spe ial thanks go to Yurii and Philipp S hli ht for being my paranimfs, Herxiii

man for onstantly supporting some formal issues living in Amsterdam, Sara
for proofreading this thesis and some papers of mine, Jo ob and Rogier Ja obsz
for translating the abstra t of this thesis into samenvatting, Pietro for helping
me to make the over design of this thesis, and Masako Nishimura for giving a
permission to use her painting at the ba k over of this thesis.
Finally and mostly I thank my family for having been taking are of the most
sel sh person in the world for over 25 years.
Amsterdam, April 2010,
Daisuke Ikegami
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